Information Systems and Services (ITSS)
Comprehensive Test Scoring and Item Analysis

Instructor Information

Name: ____________________________

Dept: ____________________________

Date: ____________________________

Username: _________________________

Phone: ____________________________

You will be notified by email when scoring is complete.

E-mail

Exam Information

Course #: _______________ Section: ________

Exam#: ____________________________ (exact name in your gradebook)

Number of questions on exam: ________________

Point Values

All questions are worth __________ point(s) (Full decimal and tenths acceptable, not hundredths)

Point Values vary as indicated:

Questions with multiple answers and gifts (please fill in key to reflect this)

Gift questions: fill in all circles for the answer on the exam key
Multiple answers: fill in answers to be considered correct on exam key

Results will be saved in your active directory folder

Results in Active Directory will include: csv files so you can load scores to your gradebooks, exam reports, and record of what was physically scanned.

I would like reports to include an individual report for each student: _______ Yes _______ No

I would like a webdrop sent: _______ Yes _______ No    Date to upload: ____________________________